
CIAO: Chandra's data analysis systemAntonella Frusionea, Jonathan C. MDowella, Glenn E. Allenb, Nany S. Brikhousea,Douglas J. Burkea, John E. Davisb, Nik Durhama, Martin Elvisa, Elizabeth C. Gallea,Daniel E. Harrisa, David P. Huenemoerderb, John C. Houkb, Bish Ishibashib,Margarita Karovskaa, Fabrizio Niastroa, Mihael S. Nobleb, Mihael A. Nowakb,Frank A. Priminia, Aneta Siemiginowskaa, Randall K. Smith and Mihael WisedaSmithsonian Astrophysial Observatory, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, USAbMIT Kavli Institute for Astrophysis and Spae Researh, 77 Massahusetts Avenue, 37-287Cambridge, MA 02139, USANASA's GSFC, LHEA Code 662, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USAdASTRON, Oude Hoogeveensedijk 4, Dwingeloo, 7991 PD, NetherlandsABSTRACTThe CIAO (Chandra Interative Analysis of Observations) software pakage was �rst released in 1999 followingthe launh of the Chandra X-ray Observatory and is used by astronomers aross the world to analyze Chandradata as well as data from other telesopes. From the earliest design disussions, CIAO was planned as a general-purpose sienti� data analysis system optimized for X-ray astronomy, and onsists mainly of ommand line tools(allowing easy pipelining and sripting) with a parameter-based interfae layered on a exible data manipulationI/O library. The same ode is used for the standard Chandra arhive pipeline, allowing users to realibrate theirdata in a onsistent way.We will disuss the lessons learned from the �rst six years of the software's evolution. Our initial approahto doumentation evolved to onentrate on reipe-based \threads" whih have proved very suessful. A multi-dimensional abstrat approah to data analysis has allowed new apabilities to be added while retaining existinginterfaes. A key requirement for our ommunity was interoperability with other data analysis systems, leadingus to adopt standard �le formats and an arhiteture whih was as robust as possible to the input of foreigndata �les, as well as re-using a number of external libraries. We support users who are omfortable with odingthemselves via a exible user sripting paradigm, while the availability of tightly onstrained pipeline programsare of bene�t to less omputationally-advaned users. As with other analysis systems, we have found that infras-truture maintenane and re-engineering is a neessary and signi�ant ongoing e�ort and needs to be planned into any long-lived astronomy software.Keywords: data analysis, software, X-ray astronomy, modeling and �tting1. INTRODUCTIONCIAO� (Chandra Interative Analysis of Observations) is the name for the suite of tools and appliations developedat the Chandra X-Ray Center (CXC) for the analysis of data from the Chandra X-Ray Observatory and othermissions. CIAO 1.0 was released for the �rst time publily in Otober 1999 and sine then the software hasevolved through several releases until the most urrent 3.3 version released in Deember 2005.CIAO is a data analysis system whih was originally written for the needs of users of the Chandra X-rayObservatory whih was the �rst mission with high resolution 4-dimensional data (2 spatial, time, energy): inChandra data eah of these dimensions has many independent resolution elements. Therefore CIAO was built tohandle N-dimensional data without onern about whih partiular axes were being analyzed. Apart from a fewChandra-spei� instrument tools, CIAO is mission independent by design and has proven itself useful for theanalysis of data from other X-ray and non-X-ray missions.Further author information: AF: E-mail: afrusione�fa.harvard.edu; JCM: jm�fa.harvard.edu�For the linguists among us, the Italian word \iao" omes from an old expression in the Venetian language, \s'iavo",that means \I am your servant"



While the legay from previous data analysis system (e.g. IRAF1, FTOOLS2, MIDAS3) is visible in several faetsof the CIAO design, CIAO was arhitetured around a few innovative aspets:� all axes are treated equally in the analysis, with no built-in assumptions toward spae, time, spetrum orany other variable� the user has the hoie of a ommand line or a graphi-oriented approah in some tools and appliations� the syntax is uniform aross the entire CIAO system� the use of a ommon exible data manipulation input/output layer alled the \CXC Data Model" (DM).4results in:{ �le-format independene{ row and olumn �ltering and binning an be applied to the input �le for all CIAO tools and appliations,avoiding the need to generate subsidiary data �les{ all �lters are reorded in the \data subspae" of output �les whih is then reognized in the subsequentanalysisThe CIAO design allows lose interonnetion of tools. For example, the output of many tools an beomethe input of a subsequent tool or appliation. Also, the same CIAO tools are used in the Chandra Standard DataProessing (SDP) pipeline.5 Users an easily and eÆiently realibrate their data if needed and they have anunderstandable aess to the proessing steps.The CIAO software is available for a number of di�erent platforms. The supported platforms have evolvedduring the years: urrently it is o�ered for Solaris, Ma OS X and several Linux avors. The soure ode for theentire software system is distributed along with the binary �les, through a GNU General Publi Liense (GPL).CIAO an be downloaded from http://x.harvard.edu/iao/download/.2. TOOLS, FILES, AND ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS2.1. Data Analysis ToolsCIAO is a olletion of programs both \atomi", the so-alled tools, or more omplex \appliations". The mainCIAO appliations are desribed in paragraphs below. CIAO o�ers users a wide and ever growing variety of toolsfor Chandra instrument-spei� analysis, but also tools whih are useful for generi data analysis tasks. Thereare more than 100 tools urrently available in CIAO whih an be divided into six broad ategories:1. Data Manipulation: tools needed for generi data analysis tasks suh as �ltering or binning, smoothing,image alulation, histogram extration, data statistis, et. Example of tools in this ategory inludedmopy, dmextrat, dmlist, dmstat. As the names suggest, these tools rely heavily on the ommonDM library.2. Data Preparation: tools needed to \reproess" (realibrate) the data proessed by the Chandra pipelineto aount for improvement in instrument alibration or speial proessing needs. Tools in this ategoryinlude most notably the omplex tools ais proess events and hr proess events whih play aruial role in the pipeline and ompute or re-ompute, for example, oordinates and energy levels fromraw instrumental data.3. Imaging: tools optimized for the needs of imaging data analysis; they inlude tools for soure detetion(three di�erent soure detetion methods are available for users: elldetet, wavedetet, vtpdetet),image smoothing (aonvolve, smooth), for reating exposure maps and normalized images, 2D PSFmodels, and for alulating image statistis. They also inlude tools to reate olor images for publiationas well as merging data from multiple observations.



4. Imaging Spetrosopy: tools to extrat soure and bakground spetra from imaging observations(dmextrat, speextrat).5. Grating Spetrosopy: tools to detet and extrat soure and bakground grating spetra from Chandragrating observations (e.g. tgdetet, tg resolve events, tgextrat)6. Timing Analysis: tools to extrat lighturves (dmextrat) and perform timing orretions (axbary)7. Response Tools: tools to ompute e�etive areas, exposure maps, energy redistribution, and line pro�lesfor all instruments or any sub-omponent, inluding e�ets of dither, detetor geometry, software masks andmodes, and long-term e�ets, tailored to individual observational on�gurations so that the ounts spetramay be modeled and �t (mkarf, mkrmf, mkaisrmf, mkgrmf, mkgarf, mkinstmap). The responses havealso been uni�ed through a formal underpinning on a theoretial framework.6All the tools share a ommon infrastruture so that both the \look-and-feel" and the behavior of the tools isuniform and preditable aross the system.All parameters needed by the tools to run an be set on the ommand line or, as with IRAF and FTOOLS, usingparameter �les.1 These are ASCII �les stored in a users diretory and an be easily aessible using a number oftools provided to read and write to them (e.g. plist, pset, punlearn) or through the GUI parameter editorpeg (see below). Parameter �les provide a simple history mehanism and allow the pre-setting of variables thatrarely hange.The following are examples of setting parameters for the dmlist tool (1) when running the tool at theommand line (2) through a pset statement or (3) allowing the tool to prompt for them:unix% dmlist infile=pad_asol1.fits opt=olsunix% pset dmlist infile=pad_asol1.fits opt=olsunix% dmlistunix% dmlistInput dataset/blok speifiation (): pad_asol1.fitsOption (): olsThe Resulting dmlist parameter �le is the same in all ases:unix% plist dmlistParameters for /home/username/xds_param/dmlist.parinfile = pad_asol1.fits Input dataset/blok speifiationopt = ols Option(outfile = ) Output file (optional)(rows = ) Range of table rows to print (min:max)(ells = ) Range of array indies to print (min:max)(verbose = 0) Debug Level(0-5)(mode = ql)All tools make use of the DM library whih provides users with powerful built-in data �ltering and binningapability through the use of \virtual �les". Virtual �les (data �les whih are �ltered and binned only in omputermemory and not saved onto disk) are aepted as input by all the CIAO tools and appliations whih use the DMlibrary making for a very powerful and uniform syntax.The following is an example of the \virtual �le" syntax. In this ase only a subset of the data from the �leevt2.�ts is listed: the subset is de�ned by �lters in time and oordinates. In addition, only a few olumns fromthe original �le are seleted.



Figure 1. An exposure-orreted omposite mosai image from 11 separate Chandra ACIS observations of the supernovaremnant SN1006. In the right panel the image is displayed in \true" olors (where olor orrelates with energy) obtainedfrom the ACIS energy bands. Blue represents non-thermal emission above 2.5 keV while red represents thermal emissionbelow 1.5 keV. Several CIAO tools were used to reate these images and in partiular the tools reprojet image gridand reprojet image whih allow a user to projet images to ommon oordinate systems and aonvolve and dmimg2jpgused to reate the smoothed three-olor image.unix% dmlist "evt2.fits[time=107:208℄[sky=ellipse(40,40,20,10,2)℄[ols time,det,pha℄" dataOne of the most diÆult non-algorithmi problems to solve in omplex data analysis is how to eÆiently andeasily propagate the information whih is not the data itself, but whih is related to the data or to the stepsperformed to obtain the data. For example it is very important to be able to reord and maintain, along withthe data, the extration region for a soure, the time �ltering performed on a dataset, the version of the softwareused to analyze the data, the alibration �les used, et. Given the omplexity of the Chandra data and the amplevariety of tasks that an be performed on them, a omplete metadata propagation has revealed itself as a veryresoure- and time-onsuming undertaking but ruial for ease of use and traeability.The CIAO software takles this problem through the use of �le \headers" and data \subspae". The \header"of a �le is a olletion of metadata in the form of keywords whih is attahed to the data and arried along duringdata analysis. All tools populate the header of the data they operate on, updating header keywords if hangesare made. In partiular, every run of a tool is reorded together with the tool parameters used in a HISTORYkeyword, whih makes it quite easy to trae how a dataset was generated.The data \subspae" is a history of all �ltering applied to a �le (e.g. seletion of a soure region, energyinterval, et.). Sine this information is attahed to the data �le, subsequent tools an use it to extrat alibrationinformation only appropriate for the seleted �lters. The subspae also allows users to see how the data �le wasaltered during the analysis. All tools that use the DM library propagate the data subspae.2.2. Files, New and OldWe have attempted to maintain bak-ompatibility with established FITS formats as muh as possible. Given thenew window Chandra opened on high-resolution spetrosopy over a broad band with well-alibrated instruments,we had to develop some new tehniques and �le formats for representing and manipulating these data. Based onexperiene with 1D and 2D UV and optial spetra, we extended formats and response �les within the general



Figure 2. This shows a small portion of the High Energy Transmission Grating Spetrometer (HETGS) ux-alibratedspetrum of the star Capella, from the sum of 11 observations. The upper �lled region (red) is from the Medium EnergyGrating (MEG), and the lower (blue) is from the High Energy Grating (HEG) (HEG and MEG have di�erent spetralresolutions and sensitivities). The solid lines outlining eah region (blak and green) are models derived from the atomidatabase (APED) onvolved with the instrument responses. Line identi�ations are shown below the spetrum. Eahindividual observation and alibration were omputed with standard CIAO tools, veloities and wavelength shifts omputedwith ustom S-Lang programs, and spetra were ombined and displayed with ISIS.spei�ation of X-ray event, spetral, and response formats to support new apability, but also to be largelyompatible with existing software suh as XSPEC and FTOOLS. For example, grating event �les are augmentedwith di�ration oordinate and order sorting olumns whih are used when binning to 1D spetra or light urves;e�etive areas and instrumental line pro�les are omputed as a funtion of energy and position. However, the�nal produts are still pakaged in standard format \PHA" (ounts spetrum), \ARF" (e�etive area), and\RMF" (spetral redistribution) �les. All the the input alibration information was pakaged into FITS �les andstored in the Calibration Database (CalDB7), using established onventions.High-resolution X-ray spetrosopy also generated a new need for aess to atomi data, not just the �nalresult as a binned spetrum. Sine individual lines, or blends of a few lines, an be measured, new types ofanalysis an be done given aess to individual emission line emissivities vs. temperature. The AstrophysialPlasma Emission Database (APED)8 deouples atomi data from ode. We have taken advantage of this todevelop utilities for browsing the database and for use in modeling. Sine the database is in FITS format, wehave developed multiple interfaes, meeting di�erent needs, suh as with ISIS (see Setion 3), Sherpa/GUIDE(see Setion 2.4), or WebGUIDEy. Figure 2 shows a small setion of a ux alibrated emission line spetrumwith some line identi�ations and a model.2.3. Graphial User InterfaesA few graphial user interfaes (GUI) have been developed in CIAO as an alternative to ommand-line tools withthe purpose of giving users an intuitive, visual interfae for interating with their data. While data analysisGUIs are appealing at the initial stages of the software learning proess or for more \visual" tasks, we foundthat they are not always very easily extensible or very general, and are dropped in favor of ommand line toolsby more experiened users or as soon as repetitive or omplex tasks are performed.However, one GUI appliation that has enountered a great suess among CIAO users is Prism.yhttp://x.harvard.edu/atomdb/WebGUIDE/index.html



Figure 3. A Prism window browsing a Chandra aspet solution data �le. A list of \extensions" in the �le (in this asePRIMARY and ASPSOL) is listed in the top left panel, the header of the highlighted extension is visible on the top rightpanel, while the data are listed in the entral panel. The bottom panel shows the ommands that are launhed from theprism window. In this example two olumns (RA and DEC) are highlighted and are plotted through the \Visualization"menu via ChIPS. The result is shown in the plot on the right hand side. The �gure represents the Chandra dither patternaround the aimpoint for this partiular observation. The Chandra spaeraft has a built-in dither on its pointing positionto average aross alibration unertainties: the e�ets of this ompliated dither pattern must be taken into aount byevery instrument tool whih is oordinate-dependent.Prism is a format-independent (i.e. it an display any �le format through the Data Model library) �le browsingand manipulating tool. It lists the parts (\extensions") of a �le and allows the user to view the header and dataof eah one. Prism o�ers many other analysis features inluding interative plots of olumn data (inludingplotting errors and histograms), viewing of simple ASCII �le, table editing, on-the-y olumn seletion, imagedisplay, header editing, and integration with other CIAO analysis tools.Other GUI appliations urrently inlude Peg whih allows users to easily view and modify parameter �lesand then run the assoiated tool with these values; and Firstlook, whih provides users with a simple meansof examining a Chandra dataset and it is intended to allow a quik examination of the data rather than performdetailed sienti� analysis.2.4. Sherpa and ChIPS: modeling, �tting and plottingSherpa is the CIAO modeling and �tting appliation whih enables the analysis of multi-dimensional, multi-wavelength data (see elsewhere9 for a detailed desription of this appliation). Sherpa �ts parameterized models(both parameterized algebrai expressions or parameterized ode) to input data and is a �tting appliation whihis \domain" and mission independent in the sense that it does not require partiular axes to be �t (e.g. radius,energy, time) and it has no spei� ties to the Chandra mission. It has been suessfully used for the analysis ofdata from other observatories.Sherpa's main features inlude:� the support of a variety of input and output data formats� aess to internal data and variables



� a model language whih allows the onstrution of arbitrarily omplex model expressions from simplede�nitions� a library of pre-de�ned models, from simple equations to sophistiated algorithms� ability to easily add user-de�ned models� ability to ross referene and link model parameters� an aessible library of �t statistis and optimization methods� a seletion of model omparison tests and parameter estimation methods� 1-D and 2-D visualization apability� interative and sripting apability provided by the embedded S-Langz interpreted languageSherpa's apabilities are enhaned by the use of other programs and libraries inluded in CIAO. For example,the data input and output is provided by the CIAO Data Model library whih allows a high-level abstrat viewof astronomial data �les and gives aess to several ommon astronomial �le formats in addition to providingpowerful �ltering and binning apabilities that permit the extration of spei� portions of a data �le.During a typial Sherpa analysis session, users �rst input data and set �lters and then de�ne and build modelsthat desribe the best knowledge of either the data or the telesope and detetor ombination (e.g. instrumentspetral response models or point spread funtion models) or both. Sherpa urrently provides a library of 42one- and 13 two-dimensional models plus all the one-dimensional models from the XSPEC10 library v.11.3, allof whih an be arbitrarily ombined to build omplex omposite models. User-de�ned models an also beeasily inluded. Multi-dimensional model expressions are also supported by Sherpa and therefore, for example,ombination of 2-D surfae and 1-D spetral �tting an be performed.A hoie of statistis and optimization methods (i.e. the at of minimizing the hosen statistis to obtainthe \best-�t") allow users to tailor their analysis to their partiular datasets or needs. For example the �2-based statistis is appropriate for Gaussian distributed data while Cash statistis is appropriate for low-ountPoisson distributed data. Currently 8 di�erent statistis and 13 di�erent optimization methods are available inSherpa. If several �ts are performed (e.g. by hanging model expression, data �lters, et.), the various \best"�t an be evaluated through model omparison tests and again Sherpa allows a hoie of them. The last step inany modeling and �tting session is parameter estimation, i.e. the evaluation of on�dene intervals (or errors)assoiated with eah model parameter: urrently three parameter estimation methods are available to users.The most reent expansion to the Sherpa appliation11,12 has been the inlusion of the S-Lang interpretedlanguage whih greatly expands not only Sherpa's sripting apabilities but also gives users the ability to aessand manipulate internal Sherpa variables (e.g. �t parameters, ux, errors, et.) through a number of \set" and\get" funtions.S-Lang \modules" (libraries of S-Lang funtions allowing aess to several CIAO libraries) are diretly aes-sible from Sherpa via S-Lang. They give users the ability to perform numerous operations within the Sherpaappliation. For example dynami grouping of the data gives the exibility to adjust the grouping (or binning)of a �le within a Sherpa session rather than being required to run a separate tool.Visualization in Sherpa is obtained through another CIAO appliation, ChIPS, the Chandra Plotting andImaging System and the o�-the-shelf visualization pakage DS9.13 ChIPS is the plotting pakage of CIAO andan be used interatively or be driven by a sript to reate plots on the sreen and in hardopy form. In additionto being embedded within Sherpa, ChIPS is used by other CIAO appliations (e.g. the �le viewer Prism) fordisplaying data. ChIPS is designed so that plots an be built up interatively in small steps and an easily bere�ned, saved, printed, and restored. It is partiularly exible at reating plots from tables, but also allows usersto generate plots of seleted olumns from an image or event �le. The S-Lang programming language is alsoembedded in ChIPS and an be used to manipulate - or reate - data for plotting.zhttp://www.s-lang.org/index.html



Figure 4.An example of a 2D modeling and �tting and a radial pro�le extration an �tting performed on a X-ray luster using theSherpa appliation. The left panel shows the best-�t 2D model (a two-dimensional version of f(r) = A�[1+(r=r)2℄(3�+0:5)whih inludes elliptiity). The \null" values are regions, orresponding to point soures, exluded from the �t. The data(smoothed using the CIAO tool aonvolve for illustration purposes) is shown on the middle panel. Note however that the�tting has been performed to the un-smoothed data using the Cash statistis to aount for the low ount rate. The rightpanel represents a radial pro�le of best-�t 2D model (solid line) superimposed on the radial pro�le of the raw data. Thepro�les were generated within the Sherpa appliation with elliptiity and position angle taken from the best-�t values,rather than irular annuli.Figure 4 shows an example of a Sherpa/ChIPS output where 2D modeling and �tting was performed on anX-ray dataset of a luster of galaxies. A radial pro�le was then extrated within the Sherpa appliation andplotted using ChIPS. Extensive doumentation on Sherpa an be found on the CIAO web pages and in partiularat http://x.harvard.edu/sherpaBoth the Sherpa and ChIPS appliations are urrently being redesigned14, 15 with the following goals: (1)more robust, fast and programmable spatial and spetral �tting (2) more modular and easily maintainable ode(3) ability to make plots of better publiation quality (4) a plotting pakage usable both by users and by theChandra validation and veri�ation pipeline.3. SCRIPTING LANGUAGE AND EXTENSIBILITYAn important lesson we learned whih initially led to inremental hanges, then to major re-writes of largeomponents of CIAO (Sherpa and ChIPS; see above Setion 2.4), is that to support ad ho and arbitrary needs offorefront researh, sientists need the ability to interatively sript analysis, modeling, and visualization tasks,inluding the de�ninition of variables and evaluation of mathematial expressions whih diretly aess data andmodels. An early prototype in this area was the Interative Spetral Interpretation System (ISIS),16 originallywritten for browsing the atomi database to support high resolution spetrosopy, but whih evolved into a�tting and modeling system. ISIS introdued the sripting language, S-Lang, as an interpreter for interativedata analysis.Based on this experiene, the inlusion of a sripting language within CIAO appeared as an obvious ben-e�t for users and software developers alike. After in-depth analysis and disussion within the CIAO develop-ment team and the larger ommunity (see for example the \S-Lang as the CIAO Sripting Language" topi at



http://x.harvard.edu/iao/why/slang.html and the \Choosing a Sripting Language for CIAO" presenta-tion at http://x.harvard.edu/iao/presentations.html#slang), the S-Lang programming and sriptinglanguage (http://www.s-lang.org/) was hosen and integrated within CIAO sine version 2.2. In addition tothe bene�ts usually found in most sripting languages (e.g. extensibility, rapid prototyping, no ompilation)S-Lang also satis�ed our spei� additional requirements:� powerful mathematial apability� onise syntax relatively natural for sientists to adopt� embeddability into existing appliations� as small a footprint as possibleStarting from CIAO 3.0 the full S-Lang funtionality has beome easily aessible both within CIAO appliationsand at the unix ommand line through the use of slsh (the S-Lang shell), whih is now distributed with CIAO.As further disussed below, all CIAO software apable of running S-Lang sripts (Sherpa, Chips, slsh, ISIS)an import a number of di�erent libraries that have been wrapped in S-Lang, suh as the GNU Sienti� Library(GSL) Speial funtions, the DS9 image viewer, GTK, whih inludes the graphial �ltering funtion vwhere,17, 18and the Parallel Virtual Mahine19 (PVM; http://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0510688).x.As mentioned in the previous setion, one of the CIAO appliations whih has bene�ted greatly by theintrodution of S-Lang is Sherpa. Sherpa -like XSPEC- was originally a lassi `blak box': data were inputfrom a �le and analyzed with results possibly written out to disk; however, the data themselves ould not beaessed one they were read in. By embedding S-Lang into Sherpa, the old `blak box' paradigm was movedto a new one in whih numeri data an be aessed and freely manipulated through the funtionality providedby the Sherpa/S-Lang library of funtions.The inlusion of a programming language in CIAO has empowered both advaned and average users. Advanedusers have the the ability to automate their own omplex tasks and also to import personal C++, C or Fortranode in sripts. Average users an bene�t from additional sripts provided by the CIAO team in response tospei� data analysis needs on timesale shorter than the oÆial CIAO releases. Several of those sripts havealready been released to the CIAO users' ommunity and are used seamlessly together with other CIAO dataanalysis tools.The S-Lang Interfae Pakage (SLIRP){ makes generation of importable libraries into almost a simple turnkeyproess, where a few simple ommands an automatially reate a ustom user-module, or take a publily availablelibrary and import it into CIAO via S-Lang. (See, for example, a desription of using a S-Lang imported versionof the Parallel Virtual Mahine (PVM) library to perform omplex, omputer intensive analysis of the Chandra1 Mse observation of the Cas A supernova remnant20).4. SOFTWARE TESTINGA ruial step in the release proess of the CIAO software is sienti� and funtional testing. A detailed desriptionof the proess an be found elsewhere.21 Eah release involves four stages of testing:� Stage 1: Unit Tests At this stage software developers and sientists run unit tests on new and modi�edtools and appliations and sientists run tools within siene threads; the sientists report the results viatest worksheets with pointers to example data; the tests are then inorporated into automated test sriptsused for portability and later regression testing. The test lead sientist oordinates all the inputs.xFor a list of modules, see http://x.harvard.edu/iao/slang/funtions/modules.html andhttp://spae.mit.edu/CXC/software/slang/modules/{http://spae.mit.edu/x/software/slang/modules/slirp/



� Stage 2: Mini-Test Speialized regression test are run on key CIAO tools and on all new or modi�edtools; the tools are seleted to test mainly new library funtionality and to test out high risk areas, ensuringstability during preparations for a release� Stage 3: Full test A regression test is run for all the tools in system and inludes all the new tests addedfor eah release via the input from the test worksheets. The test is run on all portability platforms and itis onsidered as passed only after the approval of the test lead sientist.� Stage 4: Pakage testing Sientists verify the proper download of the software on eah platform; inaddition a brief 'smoke test' on�rms that the as-pakaged system does run. Web links, install instrutions,and tar �les are validated and, if they are orret, the release is approved. The oÆial release doument isthen reviewed by CXC senior sta�The software testing stages are very intense and time onsuming and ould always bene�t from extra time ortesters: there is a very large number of tools/appliations to test eah with numerous parameters and therefore itis obviously not pratial to test all possible paths through the ode. The test suites developed for CIAO attemptto sample likely user ases and parameter values, but the resoures do not always allow us to test all the asesthat users may enounter.5. DOCUMENTATION: MANUALS, THREADS AND HELPThe CIAO website (http://x.harvard.edu/iao) is the primary doumentation resoure for users of theCIAO software pakage and ontains links to the various kinds of doumentation whih are o�ered: mainly dataanalysis threads, analysis guides, \why" topis, help pages, manuals, bugs, \wath out" and FAQ lists. Theobvious bene�t of suh on-line doumentation is that it an be updated and expanded in very short time salesand permits ross-linking of information. The most hallenging aspet however is that it beomes very easy toget \lost" in the multitude of web pages (several hundreds to date) so that doumentation on a spei� subjetis not readily found.Our experiene early in the Chandra mission showed us that thik manuals are not always the best wayto provide doumentation to users when step-by-step instrutions represent their initial needs. Therefore wedeided to produe douments whih are easy to update and easy to expand: the data analysis threads.Threads are proessing reipes designed to teah users by leading them, step-by-step, through proedureswhih range from basi to signi�antly omplex; eah thread desribes the proess in the same easy-to-followmanner. Sine the �rst pioneering data analysis threads appeared on the CIAO web pages with the CIAO 1.1releases (in Deember 1999) a lot of e�ort has been devoted to improving the thread struture, the threadontent and espeially the number of available threads in order to make them more reliable, easy to read, user-friendly and sienti�ally useful. Data analysis threads have a uniform and slim format (information ommon tovarious threads is summarized outside the threads and linked from them ); in them eah analysis tool is learlyidenti�ed and linked to its ahelp �le; a history blok is added at the end of eah thread to make it easier to�nd the date and details of updates; and �nally all threads are available in PDF format so that good qualityhardopies may be reated. Threads are written in XML language and then automatially translated into HTMLand PDF via the XSLT and HTMLDOC programs.22The threads simply show how to perform a ertain task, often without explaining why it is important orwhere it falls into the larger analysis session. To address these issues we developed inter-onneted layers in thewebpages whih we alled \analysis guides" and \why topis".Looking at the large amount of doumentation online, it an be diÆult for CIAO user to know where tostart. The analysis guides serve as a \roadmap" through the threads. Eah guide takes a ertain instrumenton�guration (e.g. ACIS) or type of analysis (e.g. extended soures) and lists the relevant threads. Along withthe listing is a brief explanation of the purpose of eah task, as well as the spei� order in whih they shouldbe run, if any. The goal is to help the user to omplete the analysis without requiring that every thread be read.On the other hand, the threads sometimes do not ontain enough information for the sientist interested inthe details. Just as the analysis guides reate a layer above the threads, the why topis are intended to dig



deeper. Some of the topis desribe aspets of the Chandra Observatory and data obtained with it, while othersprovide information on why ertain siene deisions are made.All of this information ombined - the guides, threads, and why topis - enable the user to tailor the analysisto a partiular dataset or sienti� goal. Currently more than 100 analysis threads are available from the CIAOweb site together with several analysis guides and why topis.In addition to web-based doumentation, the CIAO system provides aess to help �les through the ommandline via the ahelp system. ahelp gives aess to the CIAO doumentation both in ASCII format or HTMLformat. An HTML version of all the ahelp �les is also available on the CIAO web site. Help �les are arrangedby subjet (or \ontext") and ross-orrelated through keywords. Eah ahelp �le has a well-de�ned struturewhih inludes a synopsis of the tool, the tool syntax, the desription and examples. Ahelp �les exist not onlyfor tools or appliations, but also for more generi subjets (alled \onepts") (e.g. ahelp subspae, ahelpmerging rules). All ahelp �les are written using the XML language and then translated into ASCII and HTML.In a system as large as CIAO, maintaining up-to-date doumentation is the biggest hallenge and sine avariety of douments is presented to the users it is very important to insure uniformity among them. Oneattempt to produe multiple douments in di�erent format from the same soure has been done in the design ofthe Sherpa doumentation.All Sherpa ommands and onept ahelp �les are written using speially-tagged XML �les whih are thentranslated in XML, HTML and latex format. The Sherpa manual is written entirely in latex and inludessetions only pertinent to the manual (e.g. verbose desriptive paragraphs and introdutory material) plus allthe setions about onepts and ommands generated from the ahelp �les. This doumentation design is goodin priniple to maintain the doumentation urrent, avoiding dupliation and automatially generating di�erentkinds of douments from one soure. ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThe CIAO software pakage is the produt of many years of work on the part of very numerous people and theauthors of this paper, all urrent or reent members of the CXC Siene Data System group (SDS) are purelyreporters on behalf of a muh larger group of ontributors.In partiular we would like to aknowledge the valuable ontributions from past members of the SDS group:David Davis, Adam Dobrzyki, Holly Jessop, Joel Kastner, Casey Law, Eri Shlegel, and Jennifer West.None of the CIAO design and development would have been possible without the expertise and hard workof the members of the CXC Data System (DS) group and in partiular Giuseppina Fabbiano, Janet DePonteEvans, Ian Evans, Mark Cresitello-Dittmar, Stephen Doe, Gregg Germain, Kenny Glotfelty, Tom Calderwood,Judy Chen, Roger Hain, Helen He, Janine Lyn, Joseph Masters, Warren MLaughlin, Robert Milaszewski, JoeMiller, Dan Nguyen, Jim Overly, Brian Refsdal, Chris Stawarz, Mihele Wilson plus numerous past members ofthe DS group.Support for development of CIAO is provided by the National Aeronautis and Spae Administration throughthe Chandra X-ray Center, whih is operated by the Smithsonian Astrophysial Observatory for and on behalfof the National Aeronautis and Spae Administration under ontrat NAS 8-03060.REFERENCES1. D. Tody, \The IRAF Data Redution and Analysis System," in Instrumentation in astronomy VI; Proeed-ings of the Meeting, Tuson, AZ, Mar. 4-8, 1986. Part 2 (A87-36376 15-35). Bellingham, WA, Soiety ofPhoto-Optial Instrumentation Engineers, 1986, p. 733., D. L. Crawford, ed., pp. 733{+, 1986.2. J. K. Blakburn, \FTOOLS: A FITS Data Proessing and Analysis Software Pakage," in ASP Conf. Ser.77: Astronomial Data Analysis Software and Systems IV, R. A. Shaw, H. E. Payne, and J. J. E. Hayes,eds., pp. 367{+, 1995.
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